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Billionaire Duke of Westminster carrying out
social cleansing of working class residents in
London
Charles Hixson
14 September 2019

   Hugh Grosvenor, Duke of Westminster and the richest
person in the world under 30, plans to evict tenants
through the demolition of two residential blocks in
Belgravia in order to build luxury flats and expensive
shops.
   In perhaps the most blatant example of social cleansing
ever and the UK’s massive inequality of wealth, the
28-year-old Duke—who inherited £9.3 billion and his title
after the sudden death of the sixth Duke three years
ago—is to throw out tenants from flats in Cundy Street and
nearby Walden House. Of the 141 people being evicted,
eight are disabled, with some having lived in the blocks
for as long as 40 years.
   His Grosvenor Group plans to knock down a total of
111 homes in four blocks of Cundy Street
Flats—Lochmore, Laxford, Kylestrome and Stack—by
2021, leaving Walden House tenants until 2023 to find
alternative accommodation.
   Grosvenor has labelled its proposed development as the
“Cundy Street Quarter,” describing it as a “rare
opportunity” to deliver open market affordable homes and
“improved public spaces.”
   Company director Paul O’Grady said, “Our ambition is
to create a new inclusive neighbourhood that meets the
needs of residents and businesses today while ensuring
that it respects the area’s heritage and will stand the test
of time.”
   What is really being proposed is the turfing out of the
community already living there to meet the requirements
of London’s super-rich elite, who will benefit from the
new luxury development.
   The plans have met with immediate and forceful
opposition from residents. A petition to Grosvenor,
Westminster City Council, calling for the cancellation of
the plans has garnered over 180,000 signatures. It states: “

We are facing homelessness and the breakup of our
community. We will not be able to afford similar housing
in the area.
   “There is nothing wrong with these beautiful
buildings—Grosvenor just want to make more money. This
is simply about putting profit before people. This is
valuable land, and we are seen as getting in the way of
building high-rise luxury investment flats.”
   Campaigner Johanna Verweij, a leader of the tenants’
groups opposing demolition, described the project as
“social cleansing.” “The people who live here come from
all walks of life and we need to make sure people know
that,” she said. “We now have a core group of
campaigners who are just focused on getting the word
out.”
   Another tenant said, “This wonderful community being
ripped apart! Some have been living here for decades and
now being made homeless! Just all because of money and
greed!” Another said, “All this will be demolished with
families and residents displaced, all so one of the
wealthiest developers in the world—Grosvenor—can make
even more profits ... Please help us save our homes.”
   The two blocks are a tiny part of the vast tract of
property and land owned by the Duke. The Grosvenor
title is relatively recent. Queen Victoria created the
dukedom in recognition of the family who had bought up
much of central London. This included developing
Mayfair in about 1720, Grosvenor Square in the 1820s,
and then Belgravia. By the 1950s, the Grosvenors began
developments in the US and Canada, spreading to
Australia and Asia in the 1960s and 1970s. Their holdings
in Britain remain immense, encompassing 133,100 acres
(0.22 percent of the entire land area)—a greater total than
that held by the Queen.
   The Grosvenors share a close relationship with the
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Royal Family. The late sixth duke, Gerald Cavendish
Grosvenor, was a good friend of Prince Charles. Prince
William later asked young Hugh to be Prince George’s
godfather, and he attended the christening at St. James
Palace. Young Hugh’s 21st birthday party cost £5
million. The comedian Michael McIntyre entertained
guests for 40 minutes, for which the Duke paid him
£40,000.
   This aristocratic family has vastly increased its wealth
and influence, while avoiding taxes that most working
families are subjected to. How this took place was
partially revealed in the 2017 Paradise Papers—a leak of
13.4 million files, including archival documents from the
offshore firm Appleby. Along with accessible information
from the UK companies register, some of the hidden
financial machinations of this powerful section of
Britain’s aristocracy were revealed.
   Five UK trusts have been used for generations to ensure
wealth is passed down untouched. Under the scheme,
trustees legally own and manage the assets, which they
then distribute to a beneficiary. Legally, a 40 percent
inheritance tax must be paid on any estate worth over
£325,000 left to a charity or spouse. Since trusts are
constructed when the settlor (person who constructs the
trust) is alive, no tax can be levied.
   A Grosvenor Estate spokesman insisted the family trust
paid a 6 percent inheritance tax on its assets once every 10
years, required since 1984. This, however, is thought
necessary to ensure continuity of ownership rather than to
avoid an increased tax. There are also exemptions for
trading businesses and agricultural land.
   No public register of trust holdings exists despite the
widespread use of this mechanism allowing the control of
huge swathes of land and valuable properties. HM
Revenue & Customs keeps a register of tax-paying trusts,
but the public are not allowed to see it.
   According to John Christensen of the Tax Justice
Network, “The big issue is the way very, very wealthy
families have for generations used trusts to pass assets on
outside the sphere of inheritance tax. It is a glaring
loophole. It’s a political choice to have it and it means
dynastic wealth is passed down the generations intact,
leading to a much greater concentration of wealth.”
   In response to the growing campaign against their social
cleansing, Grosvenor claimed, “We have been providing
tailored support over and above what is required to help
residents.”
   They claim to be committed to meaningful public
consultation and promise to include some social

housing—after they destroy the homes currently rented
through Conservative-run Westminster Council.
“Through a sensitive but comprehensive development we
can deliver a significant increase in much-needed housing
for Westminster and more affordable homes as well as
consider new uses like senior living,” states the
Grosvenor Group.
   Instead of contesting the Grosvenor venture, or even
attempting to seek some compromise, Westminster
Council is simply managing the social cleansing. “All
[tenants] will be offered suitable accommodation within
Westminster,” said the Council.
   The Labour Group on Westminster council declared,
“Labour Councillors are supporting the residents of
Cundy Street and Walden House against the demolition of
their homes under Grosvenor’s proposals.”
   But tenants faced with eviction can expect only token
resistance, if any, from the Labour council group and
national Labour Party. Labour-controlled councils have
been actively engaged in social cleansing for years, most
prominently in London.
   Sales of social housing nationally have tripled since
2001. Housing associations in five London boroughs
alone have collected £82.3 million from auctioning 153
properties in Westminster, Brent (Labour controlled),
Camden (Labour), Hammersmith and Fulham (Labour),
and Kensington and Chelsea (Tory). Haringey and
Southwark, both Labour-run, have lately become
notorious for selling off social housing.
   More than 250,000 Londoners are currently on housing
waiting lists. London Labour Mayor Sadiq Khan is
running for re-election based on promises to increase
public housing availability. Yet, during his first campaign,
this servant of big business and the super-rich told the
Spectator, “I welcome the fact that we have got 140-plus
billionaires in London. That is a good thing.”
   In taking their fight forward for the right to decent
housing and stop Grosvenor’s plans, tenants must unite
with all those fighting social cleansing in the capital and
beyond. This struggle can only be successful if organised
independently of councils and the political representatives
of the ruling elite, whether Tory, Labour or Liberal
Democrat.
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